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Labor confusion over parent visas

Labor candidates have appeared confused about elements of the party’s signature long-stay

parental visas at a Sydney election function for the local Australian Chinese community.

Labor candidate for Reid, Sam Crosby, and candidate for the Senate Jason Yat-Sen Li, along with

their state colleague Jodi McKay, hosted the seminar last night in Burwood.

A Chinese-Australian woman asked a question regarding to her eligibility to sponsor her mother

coming to Australia to help to look after her child under Labor’s new visa scheme.

She asked whether she needed to provide an employment record, which is often used a part of

an income test, as she was currently raising her child alone.

“From what I know, the new parents visa is not a permanent visa. It allows your parents coming

for three or five years,’’ Mr Li said. “But you can’t access government benefits and you still need

to buy private cover,’’ he said.

“But I need to check. There shouldn’t be requirement for a deposit as the long-term visa requires

… Let me ask.” Mr Li said.

“So, is there no requirement for me to work?” the woman continued to ask about the working

requirement.

“No requirement,” Li confirmed.

However Mr Li and Mr Crosby appeared to be uncertain when asked by The Australian whether

there was a minimum taxable income requirement to obtain the visa.

“I’m not sure,” Mr Crosby said.
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Mr Li also said he was “not aware’’ of the income requirement for the visa.

“I could be wrong. But I’m not aware.” Mr Li said.

When a member of the audience told the Labor candidates that the Liberals required a

minimum income of around $80,000 the candidates appeared uncertain.

“It is very low. There is always an income test. It’s always very low … $20,000, something like that

and the Liberals increased it to $80,000,’’ Mr Crosby said.

However minutes later, Mr Crosby confirmed with The Australian and the audience that Labor

had not changed the Liberal policy income requirement.

The Australian reported last week that Labor’s campaign headquarters said their new visa would

apply the Coalition’s minimum taxable income of $83,454 for migrant families, thereby limiting

demand to households earning above that figure.

Labor immigration spokesman Shayne Neumann told journalists last month that Labor’s visa

would use the government’s “current process” for vetting migrant families who wanted to

sponsor a visit.
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